Chifs Special Chinese typo that went into

CS&T Stands for “Coyle, Steinschneider & Tate”. It is

production - i.e. missspelling; See Chief’s Special.

the updated version of the “C&S” that was revamped
after the appearance of the original “Hero” gun prop at
the 2006 “Worldcon” convention, where Karl Tate (and
Richard Coyle later) took detailed photos of it. It came in
resin and all (mostly) metal versions. It is also called the
“Worldcon” version.

Chief’s Special This is a common term for large
caliber short nosed revolvers, usually Smith & Wesson
models. It was used by the “Hartford” company as part
of the name for their “M2019 C.S. Blaster”. It may
possibly be a takeoff of the name “C&S”, and could also
refer to the fact that they used a Smith & Wesson 38
Special as their gun base. “Hartford” made both a PFC
(Plug Fire Cap) version and Airsoft version. On the box
they misspelled the “Chief” as “Chif”, so it often goes
by that name as well. It is also called the “Hartford”
and “M2019”.
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Coyle Refers to Richard Coyle, maker of replica props
since the 1970’s, and creator of the “C&S”, “CS&T”,
all metal “Worldcon”, and stunt versions of
the replica firearm.
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Elfin Knights Project Is a Japanese
hobby company that makes many prop replicas.
They also made a “Worldcon” kit of the replica firearm
that was machined and then cast into mostly plastic and
some metal. It seemes to be meant as a no glue kit.
They also made a simple black “Stunt” version.
Another contribution from “Elfin Knights Project” is the
Japanese language magazine “Blaster 01” Dokuhon”
that has pictures of many of the replicas made in Japan
the rest of the world. As well as other information helpful to collectors of the replica firearms. “Elfin Knights
Project” is lead by professional sculptor Ryosuke Takagi
who has made many versions of the blaster through the
years.
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In this case the blaster
shroud is the nozzle
from a fire
extinguisher

Greebly Usually a “found” part used to decorate and
detail a prop.

Greebly

Grip Frame The “Hero” gun had two “grip frames”
as a part of it. The inside frame was the one that
originally came with the “Bulldog” revolver. A larger
frame was made from metal to create the larger grip
silhouette and attach the “Amber Grips”.

Hero The term usually refers to a prop that will be
used in close up shots in a film. It will usually be the
most detailed and realistically looking version of the
prop, and differs from the “Stunt” which is usually used
in action scenes, and filmed from a distance. The “Hero”
gun used by the character Deckard in Blade Runner, had
not been seen in public since the movie until it surfaced
as part of a prop display at the 2006 “Worldcon”
convention. See also “Worldcon”. It was later sold in a
Profiles in History Hollywood auction in 2009.

You could learn from this guy Gaff.
He’s a God damned one-man slaughterhouse,
that’s what he is.
Drink some for me,... huh pal?

Hartford See “Chief’s Special”, and “M2019 C.S.
Blaster”.
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Laser Sight Rod Refers to an unidentified
“greebly” attached to the left side of the replica firearm.
It has green LEDs attached at either end, and was at
least at one time wired to possibly be powered. It is also
called the “Jewelers screwdriver”, “Pin Vise”, and
“LED Rod”.

“Laser sight rod”
black in color
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M2019 Refers to at least 4 different versions of the
replica firearms. First it was used as part of the name
for the Japanese “Hartford” versions (may still have been
a reference to the “2019 Detective Special” by “RAC
Props”). The second, and third versions to use the name
are the “Monsters in Motion” (or “MiM”) resin versions.
They are a combination of casts from a real “Charter
Arms Bulldog” 38 special and the Hartford grips and
their version of the “Steyr” clip and receiver. They did
both a complex kit with all the replica firearm parts cast,
and a simple kit with fewer parts and no trigger, hammer, and cylinder function. It was sold primarily through
“Monsters in Motion”. The fourth third version is the
“Offworld Mfg” “B.R.U. Special Issue Model 2019”. A
part die cast and ABS plastic version that seems to be
somewhat based after the earlier “MiM” resin kits. It was
not cast from those parts but copied to be tooled for
injection molding. Also called just the “Offworld”.
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Marco Refers to “Marco Enterprises”, a garage kit
company that would make and sell replica props from
a mail-order photocopied catalogue. They made a version of the replica firearm that was seemingly recast or
based off of the earlier Japanese replicas “Oz Shop” or
“Adven”. The replica firearm also had a clear rod in the
barrel for light effects, and could be ordered with a
custom leather holster.

MiM (“Monsters in Motion”) For those that do
not know, “Monsters in Motion” is a website and
store that specializes in selling science fiction,
horror and fantasy model kits, garage kits and
sculptures as well as other collectable ephemera
from around the world. For more info see
“M2019” for their replica firearm kits.
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Model SL The model of .222 “Steyr” sniper rifle
that was used for parts of the “Hero” gun prop.
See also “Steyr”.

Oz Shop A Japanese hobby company that,...

Offworld Made by the “Offworld Manufacturing
Corporation” as a “Built-up” with die cast metal and ABS
Plastic to be durable, low cost, and functional. Full name
is the “B.R.U. Special Issue Model 2019”.
See also “M2019”.
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Yes we know it is NOT
accurate, but it still cool
and it would be nice to
have one

Started a garage industry for some,..
or an obsession for many,..

Blessing or curse? you decide.
“no choice pal,.... “
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Oz Shop A Japanese hobby company that,...
May have made the first production model replica of the gun from scratch.

(And that’s why it gets a 3 page spread!!!)
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Pflager Katsumata See “PKD”

PKD Stands for ‘Pflager Katsumata Series D’.

RAC Props Stands for Richard A Coyle, and his
prop making company and website. See also “C&S” and
“Coyle”. Richard Coyle obtains castings off of a stunt
version was able to make upgraded versions with lights
(including a red light in the top Steyr barrel) and then in
the Early 90’s he added sound effect electronics. Others
did similar things at a later date such as the Jupiter Production Model (later believed to have been recast off one
of Richard’s also recasted stunt versions), but Richard’s
versions helped begin his career as “Mr. Blade Runner”.
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The initials where also taken from the author Phillip K.
Dick whose book ‘Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep’
was the basis for ‘Blade Runner’. Rick Ross came up
with the name for his series of Blaster Replicas starting
with the ‘PKD-1’. Later versions included the more
accurate ‘PKD-2’, the ‘PKD Snub’, the ‘PKD Magnum’,
the ‘PKD-3’ and soon to be ‘PKD Enforcer’. His replica
firearm are stylized resin garage kits and had very little
function beyond working LED lights and moving trigger.
The term ‘PKD’ has also become most used generic
term for all the replica versions of Deckard’s gun.
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